
Losing sleep wondering how in the world your business is going 
to meet expectations set by on-demand, omni-channel purchase 
habits? If so, you’re not alone. Here’s a checklist to help you easily 
spot high-quality options among a sea of low-shelf alternatives.

Built to Lift Activity, Not Simply Record It

It’s time to move past data entry and use warehouse technology to make radical improvements to your 
order fulfillment processes. Ultimately, the warehouse is a cost hub. Every dollar saved is a contribution to 
your business’ bottom line. Find software for warehouse management that can translate your inventory 
and employee management data into time and money-saving insight. You want short interval reporting for 
daily progress and long-term reporting for trend analysis.

Delivers Powerful Visibility Across the Warehouse

Capital is lost in dark corners of the warehouse. Invest in a WMS solution that shines a spotlight on 
everything from receiving and put-away, to picking, packing and shipping. The best warehouse management 
software will help you get granular detail, even offering visibility into team performance (who’s operating fast 
vs. who needs coaching). This enables you to quickly identify inefficiencies and course-correct as needed. 

Adapts to Your Fulfillment Needs

Keeping up with on-demand and omni-channel consumers requires flexibility. The solution you choose 
should provide multiple picking methodologies to handle diverse customer order and product activity profiles, 
including single order, batch, wave and zone picking. From a reverse logistics standpoint, the technology you 
choose should also enable you to process returned items quickly and efficiently. 

Offers Cloud Computing via a SaaS Model

Software-as-a-service (SaaS) WMS providers offer lower total cost of ownership, faster implementation, 
seamless updates and quality support in a flexible managed platform. Avoid costly on-premise vendors 
who simply moved their poor performing software to the cloud.

Priced for Value, Not for Name Brand

Big-name supply chain software providers and big price tags go hand in hand. And often, what you pay 
for is not what you need. Look for warehouse management software providers that offer a managed 
services model and tout low total cost of ownership. 

Can Your WMS 
Check These Boxes?

All of This and Then Some

Snapfulfil is one WMS solution that checks all of these boxes.  
If you’re interested in learning more, click here to get started. 

http://info.snapfulfil.com/warehouse-review

